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How to reduce dust contamination and improve 
productivity in cardboard packaging

Technical Information Sheet

Dust appears at its worst when cutting through varieties of tough recycled
board. Recycled cardboard breaks down far easier than a brand-new board. The
more we recycle the substrate, the shorter the fibres become. With shorter
board fibres, the converting conditions become more difficult to control.

How does friction cause Dust?
Dusting appears when the bevelled profile of the cutting blade passes through
the fibres of the substrate being processed. This will cause particles of board to
break free from the substrate being diecut due to friction.

Other factors also contribute to dust contamination
When the operation of shaving the cutting blade takes place at the Bohler steel
mill, i.e., the process of shaving the sharp tip onto the blade, large coils of steel
around 1000m -1500m in length (2pt), run through the shaving machines. Each
shaving line has several shaving tool tips, each tooling tip will take off slightly
more than the last, until the blade is perfectly symmetrical and the rule has been
taken down to the required height.

During the shaving process, microscopic lines can appear along the length of the
bevel. When the blade is placed into a die, and the machine goes under
impression, the blade doesn’t always cut through the substrate smoothly and
can cause friction, resulting in more dust which can be seen in volume on the
converted product.

One matter that can cause a lot of issues for the Packaging Convertor
is dust contamination. In the context of cardboard packaging, dust or
tiny particles of board appear during the conversion process. They are
created by friction when the shaved blade cuts through recycled board
substrates, which are often tough to convert.
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What is the best way to eliminate dust from the die cutting process?

The best way to eliminate dust is to remove friction from the die cutting process.
We can do this by protecting the bevel of the cutting blade, by the application of
a thin anti-friction coating.

Partwell recommend the use of the Bohler Universal Supreme coated rule. The
blade is sprayed with a Teflon style, microscopic anti-friction layer just along the
bevel. This fills in the microscopic pits and imperfections that are created during
the shaving process. If you spray Supreme coating on to a 2pt/3pt Universal
blade, the tip remains at the same hardness, 640Hv, but it becomes extremely
smooth.

The benefit of the Supreme coating is its ability to reduce the friction during the
cutting process, therefore eliminating board dust. The cutting blade remains the
same hardness, so it can still run through an automated bender without the
requirement for further bend configuration; this means there are no issues for
the Die Maker.

Less board dust is transferred into the air during the conversion process (it
doesn’t travel through the air as such, it remains on the substrate, noticeable by
wiping your hand across the converted sheet of board) and in most cases,
the Supreme die will also last longer than a standard die.
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Partwell can help reduce dust contamination and improve the
efficiency of the die cutting process. We offer good stock
availability and experienced technical support. To find out more
about our Bohler range, visit our website or contact us via the
details provided.
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Disclaimer: The information provided by the Partwell Group in this Technical Information Sheet is for general
informational purposes only. All information herein is provided in good faith, however we make no representation or
warranty of any kind, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, adequacy, validity, reliability, availability or
completeness of this information. Under no circumstance shall we have any liability to you for any loss or damage of any
kind incurred as a result of the use of, or reliance upon any information provided. Your use of or reliance upon any
information provided is solely at your own risk.


